An automatic evaluation method for retinal image registration based on similar vessel structure matching.
Registration of retinal images is significant for clinical diagnosis. Numerous methods have been proposed to evaluate registration performance. The available evaluation methods can work well in normal image pairs, but fair evaluation cannot be obtained for image pairs with anatomical changes. We propose an automatic method to quantitatively assess the registration of retinal images based on the extraction of similar vessel structures and modified Hausdorff distance. Firstly, vessel detection and skeletonization are performed to detect the vascular centerline. Secondly, the vessel segments having similar structures in the image pair are selected for assessment of registration. The bifurcation and terminal points are determined from the vascular centerline. Then, the Hungarian matching algorithm with a pruning process is employed to match the bifurcation and terminal points to detect similar vessel segments. Finally, a modified Hausdorff distance is employed to evaluate the performance of registration. Our experimental results show that the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient can reach 0.76 and 0.63 in test set of normal image pairs and image pairs with anomalies respectively, which outperforms other methods. An accurate evaluation can not only compare the performance of different registration methods but also can facilitate the clinical diagnosis by screening out the inaccurate registration. Graphical abstract .